
Chapter 1 - Understanding The Supply Chain
● Supply chain: all the parties involved (directly or indirectly) in fulfilling a customer

request from receiving it to actually fulfilling it
● A supply chain is dynamic and involves the constant flow of information, product and

funds among different stages
● The main purpose of a supply chain is to satisfy customer needs whilst generating profit
● It’s common to use the terms supply web or supply network because it’s not a sequential

chain, instead multiple people are interacting with each other
● Common supply chain stages:

○ Customers
○ Retailers
○ Wholesalers/distributors
○ Manufacturers
○ Component/raw material suppliers

● The objective of every supply chain should be to maximize the overall value generated
(supply chain surplus)

● Sales are responsible for distribution
● All businesses have a supply chain regardless of their size
● Tier 1 supplier: direct supplier of the company
● Tier 2 supplier: a supplier of the direct supplier
● Supply chain surplus = customer value - supply chain cost
● Customer value: the maximum price customers are willing to pay to buy the product
● Supply chain cost: the cost incurred in manufacturing and distributing the product
● The only source of revenue is the customer, the  value obtained by the customer

depends on other factors such as the product quality and features
● Supply chain surplus =! Gross profit != Net profit
● Decisions phases of a supply chain: (pg 18-19)

○ Supply chain Strategy or design:
■ the company decides how to structure the supply chain over a few years
■ The decisions are about the:

● configuration of the supply chain
● allocation of resources
● What processes each stage will perform

■ Expensive to alter on short notice
■ The decisions affect the business on the long-run
■ The decisions greatly affect the supply chain surplus
■ You need to take into account uncertainty in the market in the next few

years
■ Examples:

● Outsource or in-house
● Locations and capacities of facilities
● Modes of transportation
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○ Minimizing local cost
○ Each stage of the supply chain devises its strategy independently
○ Drawback: the resulting collection of strategies typically don’t align, therefore

there is conflict
○ This tends to happen when each stage of the supply chain only aims to minimize

its own costs
○ This often leads to diminished supply chain surplus due to lack of alignment

● Intrafunctional Scope:
○ Minimizing functional cost
○ All operations are aligned within a function
○ Main aim is to minimize total functional cost
○ Drawback: often the different functions have conflicting objectives therefore the

actions taken would conflict and harm company performance
● Interfunctional Scope:

○ Maximizing company profit
○ Main goal is to maximize the company’s profits and in order to achieve this, all

functional strategies should be aligned with each other and with the competitive
strategy

○ Drawback: can lead to conflict between supply chain stages
● Intercompany Scope:

○ Maximizing supply chain surplus
○ Instead of just forcing the inventory onto the weaker party, the two parties work

together to reduce the amount of inventory required
○ By working together and sharing information, they can reduce inventories and

total cost, thus increasing the supply chain surplus and making the supply chain
more competitive

○ Requires firms to evaluate every action in the context of the entire supply chain
○ Broad scope
○ Increases the size of surplus among all stages of the supply chain

● Agile Intercompany Scope:
○ The firm’s ability to achieve strategic fit with a dynamic supply chain that changes

over time
○ Important due to the dynamic nature of the competitive market, leading to

changing needs
● The key to achieving strategic fit is a company’s ability to find a balance between

responsiveness and efficiency that best matches the needs of its target customers
● Challenges to achieving and maintaining strategic fit:

○ Growing product variety, yet decrease in product life cycle
■ Leads to high uncertainty
■ Limits the window within which the supply chain can achieve strategic fit
■ To fix this, companies should limit variety to what truly adds value to the

customer and also eliminating older products
○ Globalization and increasing uncertainty
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○ Components:
■ Pricing and economies of scale:

● Through having economies of scale, companies can cut down on
costs and therefore reduce pricing to gain an advantage

● Companies can offer discounts for bulk buying, however
managers need to ensure that they themselves have economies
of scale for that underlying process

■ Everyday low pricing (EDLP) vs high-low pricing:
● EDLP: consistently low prices but no discounts

○ This results in a relatively stable demand
● High-low Pricing: they have high prices but can offer steep

discounts frequently
○ This results in peaks during discounts and then steep drop

in demand after they’re over
■ Fixed Price vs Menu Pricing:

● Menu Pricing: Different prices to accommodate different types of
customers (price that varies with an attribute such as response
time or location of delivery)

● This is more effective when the value to the customers varies
significantly along some attribute

○ Metrics on page 71

Chapter 14 - Transportation
● It’s an important part of the costing model and pricing

○ Uncertainties due to fuel prices
● Role:

○ Moving the product from one point to another (producer to DC then DC to
customer)

○ Products rarely produced and consumed in the same location
○ Significant cost component

● 7 Transportation Modes:
○ Air
○ Package carriers
○ Truck
○ Trail water
○ Pipeline
○ Intermodal

● Supply chain use responsive transportation in order to centralize their inventories and
operate with fewer facilities

● Other firms would have multiple distribution centers and low-cost modes of
transportation to achieve responsiveness

● Parties influencing the effectiveness of transportation: (pg 413)
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■ Adds value throughout the entire supply chain
○ Every country has a problem and DP basically comes in and tries to adapt to that

particular location and improve the infrastructure there
○ DP world combines port and free zone model
○ DP world uses technology such as RFID, drones, sustainable energy

Chapter 15 - Sourcing
● Sometimes it’s not about the cost of the suppliers, it’s also about their reliability which

helps the business maintain its position in the market
● Therefore it’s very important to maintain your suppliers and choose the right ones
● Roles of sourcing in the supply chain:

○ Purchasing/Procurement: the process by which companies acquire raw
materials, components, products, services or other resources from suppliers to
execute their operations

○ Sourcing: entire set of business processes required to purchase goods and
services (which is basically the way you do your procurement) (decisions of
outsourcing vs in-house)

○ Outsourcing: a supply chain function that is performed by a third party
● Outsourcing questions:

○ 1) will the third party increase the supply chain surplus in comparison to
in-house?

○ 2) to what extent do risks grow upon outsourcing?
Possible risks:

■ Information security and privacy issues
■ Quality issues (larger companies tend to put quality control on the

outsourced parts to avoid this)
■ Responsiveness issues
■ Ethical issues
■ Financial issues or any disaster to the supplier

○ 3) are there strategic reasons to your company to outsource? (the direction of
your company and its goals) (cheaper, better quality/reputation/reach, faster,
don't want to invest in assets)

● The basic premise is that outsourcing makes sense if it increases the supply chain
surplus without significantly increasing risks

● Good sourcing decisions grow value by assigning each activity within the supply chain to
the party than can add the most value

● For instance: retailers increase the supply chain surplus by aggregating many products
that customers need in a single retail store. Accordingly, allowing companies that
outsource retailing (such as P&G), to spread facility costs, selling costs, personnel costs,
transportation costs over many consumer goods manufacturers. This aggregation also
increases customer value by providing them with a variety of products in a single store.

● Benefits of effective sourcing decisions:
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■
■ The distributors/retailers already have the products from the

manufacturers and when the customer makes an order, it’s sent to them
but the way it’s sent is from one customer to another so it’s like a truck
that drops the customer orders one by one

■ Examples: home delivery (pharmacy, food), assuming that the customers
are the kiosks/supermarkets and the middle layer is the wholesaler and
the factories are pepsi, edita, etc

○ Manufacturer/Distributor storage with customer pickup:

■
■ Here the customer themselves move
■ So the customer makes an order to the retailer who sends it to the

manufacturer(s), the order is then made and sent to a cross docking
distribution center that sends the orders to pickup sites where the
customer goes and gets them from

■ Examples: aramex, Souq pickup points
■ This is done in a large area with many small villages

○ Retail storage with customer pickup:
■ Similar to previous one

● The best model for:
○ Customer experience: manufacturer storage with pickup
○ Response time: retail storage with customer pickup
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